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Course Description

This course introduces the student to collection and presentation of data. It also discusses how data can be summarized and analysed for drawing statistical inferences. The students will be introduced to important data sources that are available and will also be trained in the use of free statistical software to analyse data.

Course Outline:

5. Estimation of population parameters from sample data. Unbiased estimators for population mean and variance.
6. Basics of index numbers: price and quantity index numbers.

Readings:


   (i) Unit – I
       Ch-6 Sample Surveys
   (ii) Unit -2
       Ch-3 Frequency distribution & Description
   (iii) Unit-3
       Ch-8 Correlation & Regression upto 8.4 (Derivation of β not to be tested).
   (iv) Unit-4
   (v) Unit -5
       Ch-5 Sampling & Significance upto 5.5 & 5.9 & 5.10
   (vi) Unit-6
       Ch-11 Index no. S upto 11.7

   (i) Unit -2
       Ch-3,4,5
   (ii) Unit-3
       Ch-14 (upto 14.7)
   (iii) Unit-4
       Ch-6 (upto 6.7)
       Ch-7 (upto 7.4)
   (iv) Unit-5
       Ch-9 (upto 9.4)
       Ch-10 (upto 10.5)